1. The slope of the drive where sidewalks cross shall have a maximum cross slope of 2%.

2. Remove any existing sidewalk at nearest joint and connect replaced section to drive with (3) - No. 4 smooth dowel bars on 18" centers with 3/4" redwood expansion joint with 1" removable cap strip. Seal with self-leveling gray silicone sealant.

3. Residential - Slope (max) 6% 6" Slab thickness
   All others - 3% 6"
   *Maximum slope designated for new development construction only and does not apply to capital improvement reconstruction or rebuild projects.
   (Also see the design criteria manual for other specific criteria.)

4. All connections to state right-of-way shall use TXDOT details.

5. For payment, measurement for driveway quantity begins 6" from back of curb.

6. Concrete shall be Class C, 5 1/2 sack and have compressive strength of 3600 psi @ 28 days.

7. If constructing a driveway on an existing concrete street, saw-cut (full depth) and connect with epoxy tie bar butt joint.